Figure 2. Estimated prevalence of ADHD

**COLUMN A. EST PREVALENCE**

**CHILD SCREEN**
- 38.1%

**T1 SCREEN**
- 33.2%

**T2 SCREEN**
- 19.9%

**DIAG. INTERVIEW**
- 12.2%

**COLUMN B. % POSITIVE AT EACH STAGE**

- Positive child screen (38.1%)
- Also positive at T1 (87.1%)
- Also positive at T2 (60.0%)
- Diag. interview positive (61.1%)

**COLUMN C. % NEGATIVE AT EACH STAGE**

- Negative child screen (61.9%)
- Negative at T1 (12.9%)
- Negative at T2 (40.0%)
- Negative at diag. interview (38.9%)